Abstract. This paper is concerned with the asymptotic behaviour of critical, quasi-positively regular Markov branching processes. Several results which have been established with restrictions on the set of types or on the parameter are proven on slightly different moment assumptions for an arbitrary set of types and continuous as well as discrete parameter. The methods employed are analytic and rest upon the properties of probability-generating functionals constructed from the given transition function.
where Alt..., Am may be taken mutually disjoint. For details see [8] , [2] . Denoting the set of nonnegative integers by Z+ and the set of nonnegative reals by R+, suppose that either T=Z+, or T=R+, and let Pt(Â\x) be some homogeneous transition function defined for t e T0: = T-{0}, Âe &, and xe X. That is, we assume that Pt(Â\x) is a probability measure on â for each t e T0 and x e X, an 91-measurable function of x for each t e T0 and Â e 91, and that it satisfies the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation for re r0, each decomposition {Au ..., Am} of A'with ^(¡£91, «(^0, i=\,..., m, m>0, and each (x%,..., xky e X, k>0, then it is called a branching transition function. Any Markov process {xt ; t e T} in (X, 91) having such a transition function is called a Markov branching process.
We suppose to be givçn a branching transition function. We shall use the term "process" although we shall be dealing almost exclusively with this transition function and functionals constructed from it. Only the proof of Theorem 1 ' presupposes the existence of a corresponding process for discrete parameter or for a discrete skeleton imbedded in the parameter set. The existence of such a process is guaranteed without restrictions. The problem of constructing Markov branching processes will not be treated. (See e.g. [4] .) for ij e 38 and x e X, we follow [8] we further define for each t e T0 a generating mapping Ft[]y from ^ into ^ [9] . As illustrated by [9] , generating functionals and mappings are a useful tool in the investigation of Markov branching processes. This is due mainly to the fact that the basic relations (1.1) and (1.2) for the branching transition function may be replaced by an equivalent set of simple functional relations for the associated generating functionals [8] :
The branching condition ( 
where summations extend over all permutations (/,, ...,/") of the numbers 1,2,...,« [8] .
In agreement with the assumptions in [9] , even every generating mapping is analytic on Sf. Given the analyticity of generating functionals, this follows immediately from the fact that any functional F which is analytic and bounded by 1 on if satisfies Analyticity on Sf implies strong continuity on Sf. An additional continuity property of generating functionals and mappings arises from the cr-additivity of the associated probability measures: Suppose £,, %e38 V? e T and write Tr-lim»...,, £t = £ if lim(_00 it(x) = g(x) Vx e X. A functional F defined at least on 3)<^38 will be for £e if and £ e á?. Relation (1.13) generalizes expansions used in [5] for the case of finitely many types and refines an expression derived in [9] for zc = 2 on the basis of analyticity and more stringent moment assumptions. We conclude this section with functional relations derivable from (1.5) and (1.6) by means of (1.11). Equation (1. which holds for £, f e 38 in case the functionals and mappings involved on the right exist. If for some £, f e 38+ : = {-ne38 : r¡ ä 0} the formal procedure of deriving this relation yields infinity on the right, then Mt+S[-|x] does not exist. 1.4. Quasi-positive regularity. If the first (factorial) moments associated with the given branching transition function exist, then according to (1.14) and (1.18) they form a semigroup of nonnegative, bounded, linear operators on 38. Certain spectral properties of this semigroup are strongly reflected in the asymptotic behaviour of the process and may therefore be used as a means of classification. We restrict ourselves to positively regular and quasi-positively regular processes. Hôill ^ Kef, Oí K <oo,0 <a < p, for all t e T0, where <p* is n-sequentially continuous on bounded regions in S8.
It is trivial that (M.l) and (M.2) are satisfied whenever (1.20) holds for all / e J0. The converse conclusion has been established for T=Z+ in a more general setting by Karlin [6] in continuation of work done by Kreïn and Rutman [7] , Yosida and Kakutani [10] :
The reflexivity of SS, the nonnegativity of M1 with respect to the cone SS+, and the nonemptiness of SS°+ and SS°* together entail the situation of p in the point spectrum of M1, as well as the existence of a nontrivial eigenvector <peSS+ and a nontrivial eigenfunctional 93* eSS*+ of M1 associated with p. Assuming (M.l), we have p>0, <p* e 8$°£, and 99 e SS\ which implies that p is a simple eigenvalue [7] .
If it is known in addition that M1 possesses no spectral points of modulus p except a finite number of discrete eigenvalues with finite multiplicity each, then p is the only eigenvalue of modulus p [6] .
Given (M.2) and assuming the existence of a number C<oo such that |p~n7ifn|| ¿CVn>0, the set of spectral points of M1 with modulus p does indeed consist of an at most finite number of discrete eigenvalues of finite multiplicity each, and the radius of the remaining part of the spectrum is smaller than p [10] .
These results are linked to establish (1.20) for T=Z+ by the fact that />>0 and <peS6°+ combined imply the existence of a number C<oo such that ||rj~'l.M't|| SC V«>0 [6] .
The 77-sequential continuity of <p* on bounded regions in Se follows immediately from (1.20) and the 7r-sequential continuity of M\-|<x>] on bounded regions in 86 for any xe X.
We now reduce the continuous parameter case in the proof of the Proposition to the discrete parameter case.
Proof for continuous parameter. 20) . In fact, we shall not always need the full strength of (1.20); the disturbing restriction 95* e 38°* is not essential for the main results. We therefore introduce so-called quasi-positively regular processes defined as Markov branching processes whose moment semigroup exists and satisfies (1.20') representation (1.20) with <p* e 38% instead of<p* e 38°*.
A positively or quasi-positively regular process is called critical if p = 1.
II. Limit theorems. In the following we are concerned with the asymptotic behaviour of critical, positively or quasi-positively regular Markov branching processes. As indicated above the treatment applies to processes with continuous parameter as well as to processes with discrete parameter. Apart from differences in the moment assumptions the theorems and their corollaries extend results given for discrete parameter by Mullikin [9] . Lemmata 2 and 4 generalize results proven for finite set of types and discrete parameter by Joffe and Spitzer [5] .
Recalling 7ri[0|<x>]=P(({ö}|<x» Vi e T0, x e X, we define the asymptotic extinction function q : = 7T-lim Ft[0]! (-.00 [8] . It always exists, since by (1.4) and (1.6) we have O^F^OL^F^O]!^! for t'ét". Hence there exists a real-valued function C2(-)| J0 such that
Vf e T0, f e P+ : = ? n 38+.
As a consequence of (1.15), (1.14), and (2.5), condition (Ra)) is satisfied. 
